Embrace a Cloud-First Mindset

SEAMLESSLY SCALE AND MIGRATE YOUR APPLICATIONS TO THE CLOUD
A full range of cloud consulting, advisory, and technology support services
When it comes to migrating to the cloud, there is no one-size fits all approach that works for everyone. How you think
about your cloud migration depends on your business model, maturity, size/complexity of your existing infrastructure,
and your budget.
ThoughtFocus can help you achieve a better future faster, understand all your options, and then design a roadmap so
you know which apps to migrate, how to migrate, and when – all while keeping costs under control.
Whether you do everything at once or take the hybrid approach of running an on-premise captive data center, hosting
with a private third-party, and/or using the public cloud, ThoughtFocus can help you seamlessly scale and migrate
your chosen application workloads cost effectively.

CLOUD MIGRATION DECISION TREE
There are many ways you can achieve your cloud goals. Let us help you design a cloud roadmap that considers your
unique business goals, timeframes, and budgets.
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Flowchart source: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/enterprise-strategy/6-strategies-for-migrating-applications-to-the-cloud/
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CLOUD SERVICES

CLOUD STRATEGY SERVICES
• P
 lanning assessment, architecture audit, cloud
roadmap and strategy, and multi-cloud strategies
and assessments
• Security and risk assessments
• Migration analysis

	CLOUD APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
• Develop, customize and migrate applications
• Application design
• Custom APP/DB development
• DevOps
• Continuous delivery

MAINTENANCE/SECURITY/DRM
• C
 ontinuous monitoring, performance optimization,
data protection
• D
 isaster recovery management services and
recovery plans
• Remote back-up management

• Microservices and containers
• Automation

MANAGED SERVICES
• Infrastructure management, operation management,
cloud infrastructure and application deployment as
well as cloud modernization services

CLOUD MIGRATION SERVICES
• C
 loud-to-cloud movement, workload migration,
validation and performance testing

DEVOPS CLOUD CAPABILITIES
• SRE focused templates

	DATA CENTER TO
CLOUD MOVEMENT
• Microservices-based architecture

	CLOUD-BASED APPLICATION
MONITORING

• Expertise with Azure DevOps, GitHub, Atlassian
and AWS DevOps
• Inherent BCP focus
• End-to-End Workflows
• ServiceNow integration
• Cloud Migration of on-Prem DevOps platforms

Tailor monitoring systems to desired migration outcome

• Turnkey solutions

• Optimization for better performance and cost savings

• Managed services, augmented services
and warm handoff models

PROVEN CAPABILITIES IN ALL MAJOR CLOUD PLATFORMS

Ready to
embrace
the cloud?

ThoughtFocus has deep expertise in cloud migration and governance
with a cloud first mindset. We have helped numerous manufacturers
solve complex cloud initiatives.
ThoughtFocus provides an entire range of cloud services
encompassing the public, private and hybrid cloud types.
For more information, get in touch today.
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